




 

This product is the first in a line that will examine the concept of luxury also as an 

expression of holistic well-being. Luxury is still about exclusivity, quality and beauty, 

but in a world of manufactured abundance and simultaneously  dwindling natural 

resources, it is also about being respectful of materials and getting rid of unwanted 

extras. Clean Pillow is a resting 'pod', or working station, for your computer. It is made 

of luxurious recovered fur, recycled reconditioned leather, repurposed wood and lined 

with a fabric that protects the user from radiation emitted from one's laptop. I am not a 

scientist but common sense tells me that any form of radiation is also, by definition, a 

form of energy, and was struck when a fertility doctor told me that she advised patients 

to refrain from using laptops by placing them directly near the body. It is exactly this 

kind of situation which clearly exemplifies how the future of luxury will be dictated, 

not only by the traditional tenets, but by new ones, mostly based on the avoidance of 

unwanted 'extras' that our consumeristic society, and industry, provides us with. And 

respect for any material, whether a new comer or recycled, is paramount. Cleanliness 

is next to Godliness. 



- MEASUREMENTS, IN CM: W 40 X H 7/12 X D 30 

- RECYCLED ASTRAKHAN FUR 

- RICE HULL STUFFING 

- RECYCLED LEATHER 

- SHIELDING FILM 

- WEIGHT: 1,3 KG 

- PRODUCTION YEAR: 2016 



ASTRAKHAN FUR 

   - Locally sourced 

    

                           - Recovered from fur coats 

RECYCLED LEATHER 

                           - Locally sourced   
 

                           - Hand-embossed 

 

                           - Recovered from furniture industry leftovers 

 

                           - Not submitted to chemical treatments 

RICE HULL 

- Locally sourced 

- Derived from food industry by-products 

- Eco-friendly 



SHIELDING FILM 

- Yshield MCL61 magnetic shielding film  

                                    

- Made from an amorphous cobalt alloy 

- Up to 30 Db attenuation of the LF magnetic fields 

- Up to 75 Db attenuation of LF and HF electric fields  




